Markham Archive General Classifications: Location by Item Type

Edwin Markham Collection

- **Letters**
  - Uncataloged Letters from Markham by Date: Letters written by Markham arranged by year in green binders.
  - Uncataloged Letters to Markham by Correspondent: Arranged alphabetically by correspondent in blue binders.
  - Unprocessed Letters: Letters to Markham that can be found arranged by date in boxes 5-7, 35, 61-62.

- **Poetry**
  - Published: Drafts/copies of Markham’s published poetry – Boxes 1, 2, 34, 69-70, 73
  - Bulk Poetry: Multiple copies of his poems – Boxes 17, 59, 60, 69-70
  - Unpublished: Drafts/copies of poetry by Markham that was never published – Boxes 3, 4, 73

- **Biographical Information:** About Markham written and/or collected by others – Boxes 55, 56, 58, 80

- **Business Papers:** Business documents, such as order forms, bills, checks, criticism/reviews of Markham’s work, and business letters – Boxes 8, 33, 57, 80

- **Criticism:** Criticism of other people’s works written by Markham – Boxes 51, 60, 80

- **Galleys:** Poem proof sheets – Box 32

- **Miscellaneous:** Boxes 63 and 66

- **Newspaper Clippings:** Items cut from newspapers – Boxes 51, 63, 64-65, 67-68

- **Notebooks:** Actual notebooks with Markham’s notes, drafts, information and other writing. Some are filed in folders, especially if their bindings and covers are missing. – Boxes 21-28, 71-72

- **Pamphlets:** Pamphlets collected by Markham of general works, including Swedenborg – Boxes 36-37, 53-54

- **Personalia:** Items related more to Markham himself than to his work, such as family documents, personal letters and papers, and programs. Includes some photographs, papers, and letters. – Boxes 9-15, 72

- **Photographs:** Framed and unframed photographs of Markham, his family, and buildings or events related to them – Boxes 18-20, 79 and Oversize Boxes 1-5

- **Physical/Art Objects:** Objects owned by or related to Markham – Box 16; Art objects related to Markham – Box 77

- **Prose Manuscripts:** Drafts/copies of Markham’s prose – Boxes 29-31, 49

- **Publications:** Markham works as originally published, such as a pamphlet or original work – Boxes 34, 35, 80

- **Recordings:** Markham’s Timely Recordings audio recording of *The Man with the Hoe and Other Poems*, 33rpm, 3 discs, also includes CD-Rom with MP3 copies of recording – Box 48

- **Works related to Thomas Lake Harris:** Includes works written or annotated by Markham, correspondence, pictures, and books – Boxes 45-47, 74-75, 78

Anna Markham Collection

- Letters – Boxes 38-41, 43-44 and Binders
- Manuscripts – Box 38
- Notebooks – Box 42-44
Virgil Markham Collection

- Letters – Box 50 and Binders
- Writings – Box 76

Mary Murphy Collection

- Letters – Box 52

The Markham Review Collection

- Unbound Issues – Boxes 83-84

Markham Archive Administrative Documents

- Inquiries/Correspondence, Grants received (documentation) – Box 85
Edwin Markham Archive Shelf List

Boxes 1 and 2 - Markham Published Poetry Manuscripts

Box 1, A-M
Folders (individual records are on Box 1 index cards)
A
B
Ballad of the Gallows Bird
C
D
E
F
G
H
How the Great Guest Came
I, J, K
Judas Against the World
Juggler of Touraine
L
Lincoln, the Man of the People
Man With the Hoe & Lincoln, Early Manuscripts
M

Box 2 – M-Z, Index, Assorted love lyrics from EM-ACM
Folders (individual records are on Box 2 index cards)
The Man with the Hoe
N, O
Our Israfel
P
R
S
Sarpedon – On George Sterling’s Death
Shoes of Happiness
T
Washington the Nation Builder
U, V, W
X, Y, Z
Index
Published & Unpublished – All are love lyrics from EM to ACM

Boxes 3 and 4 - Unpublished Poetry Manuscripts - Those not yet indexed
(Poems without titles are alphabetically arranged by their first lines)

Box 3, A-L
(Individual records are on box 3 index cards [2 sets])

Box 4, M-Z and those not yet indexed (in folders)
(Except for the 3 binders, which are listed here, individual records are on box 4 index cards [2 sets])
“Unpublished Poetry”
Battle Orders
Destiny – 4 copies
The Farrier (or Hush of the Plains) – 1893 (World’s Fair)
The First Christmas Gift (3 pages)
Giving
Groping
The Guarded Universe – 2 copies
The Heart’s Belief
The Hindered Guest (by ACM) – letter from Ladies’ Home Journal – Dec. 26, 1899
How Heaven Comes
How Oswald Dined With God – Telegram – Nov. 20, 1911
   -- Letter from L. Morgan – Dec. 3, 1911
   -- Receipt – Dec. 6, 1911
Kagawa – 5 copies
Knowing God – 2 copies
Life’s Deeper Note – 3 copies
The Little Water-Bearer – 7 copies, some variation – Oct., 1913
A Look Before and After – 3 copies
Money Kings (World-Weariness) – 2 copies, one with picture
The Mystery of Song
The Prairies – 1893 (at World’s Fair)
Poem – 1893 (at World’s Fair)
Three Sledgers – 3 copies
A World Gone Mad – 3 copies


Adventure - July
Alas, O friends, a banquet here I see (first main line)
All things blindly or willingly lead to one end (first line) – page 25 in small notebook
“Mutual Life Insurance” – 1885-86
The Apparitions of the God
Battle Orders
Battles with Oblivion
The Beloved
The Birch
Boy ___
Bread & Bullets
The Bread-Giver
The Bridal Hour
Burton Speaks
?
The C ____ & The Lady
?
?
For either Christmas or New Year’s
Church & State
In every man I see (first line)
Notes
Comrades
The Cranes of Ibycus
The Crags
The Cry of Youth
A Cry to the Unborn
Dante
A Day & A Night
The Deathless Hope
The Deathless Ideal
The Devil’s Masterpiece
Diana the Dauntless (2 copies with this title)
Diana, the Mother of all (Diana the Dauntless) – 2 pages
Enchanted
The Enigma
The Fate of Souls
Final Destiny
The First Christmas Gift
A Flight to the Moon (Love Songs)
St. Francis of Assisi
Ga___
Glass, To my dear Mr. W. C.
The God Flight
Men That Walk & Men That Crawl (?)
Groping for the Way (25 pages)
The Guarded Universe
Happiness
The Hero (and other poems)
Hero’s reply to voice from lyric peak
The Homeless
The Honking Geese
The Hope Ahead
If
In gardens of high poesy and repose (first line)
In Wind and Rain
Infiniverse
Into this ear of Song… (first line)
Jim Rose
The Joy Ahead
Kyka’s Prayer
Lamennais
The Last Dance
The Life that Waits
Lilith (The Lure of Lilith) – 3 pages
Lincoln and the Birds
The Lonely One
A Look Before and After
Love
Lovers Kneeling
Lover, lest the vision fade (first line)
Love’s Young Dream
Lummis, Charles F. (Mastery)
The Man from the Cross
Oh this life of the bird with wings… (first line)

Green Binder: Unpublished Poems by Edwin Markham Vol. 2, M-Z (71 poems)

Hunger
March of Freedom (Ode to Bunker Hill)
March Orders
Marvetta (?)
Meeker, Elizabeth (letter to) – Jan. 1, 1923
Mutual Life (from that notebook) – 2 pages
The Muses Lead
A Mystery
New Battles –
The new day comes with… (first line)
For Nautilus (A New Pedigree)
A Night of Stars – 2 copies
Nightingales So Long Ago
Now loaded with gratitude, friend, you see me go (first line)
Ode to Mazzini
The Oath of God
Once when the world was young (first line)
One cried seeing to find a New Religion (first line)
Origins & Destinies
Our Dreams
The Path of Dreams
The Path to Peace
The Personal God
Pharaoh Akhenaton
Phillips you cry for… (first line)
A Pinhead God
Poem
A Poet of Liliston
A Prayer
The Profiteer: A Rollicking Rime for this Towering Time – 20 pages
The Profiteer: Whiffe and Griffe – a version of “A Rollicking Rime…” above
Prometheus
Questions
Repentant
A Riding Song
Love (?)
The Sandpiper
The Saving Few
The Saving Power
The Scorn of the Rocks
Shakespeare
Shelley
Social Man
Somewhere in the beautiful grind (first line)
Song
Song (different from one before it)
Song, daughter of God, seeks man’s immortal goal (first line)
?
Summer Song of Girl Found in Hell
The Special City (?)
Stidger, Wm. L. (letter from)
Success
Supreme Pain
? – envelope addressed to Mrs. Edwin Markham – Jan. 15, 1931
There Must be God
There’s not a child of… (first line)
They told us death is slumber and long rest (first line)
The Three Sledgers of Fate
The
Thy now flacks blow and blow (first line)
To a Child Dancing
To Clay Returning
Traumen (song)
The typed man the centuries have made (first line)
     Truth, Truth, O Truth (on reverse side)
Victor (from Book of Life) – May be part of Whiffle & Griffle
Vision of Christ Set Free
The Way of the Word
The Wheel of the Lead (?)
When Tongues are Storming
Who are the grateful flock to the Master’s call (first line)
Who knows His beauty… (first line)
Why Men Drink
The Wise Ass
The Wisest Two
Elinor Wylie 1929 In Memory – Includes Envelope
Loose in back of the binder:
Mr. Somethin’s whisper from the ground (first line) – small card
Profiteer – Whiffle and Griffle (?)
His Coming Hour (The Christ of Revolution The World – Rejected)
The Fantasy Dance of Death
The Mountain Storm
The Whisper of the Sphinx
A Hymn (for Earth’s Shadow)
The soldier loosed his lifted sword (first line)

Boxes 5, 6, and 7 - Letters to EM filed by Year, and then alphabetically

Box 5, 1880-1903
Folders
  1880-1889
  1890-1893
  1894-1896
  1897-1898
  1899 A-L
  1899 M-Z
  1900 A-L
  1900 M-Z
  1901
Box 6, 1904-1919
Folders
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1918
1919

Box 7, 1920-1940 (death)
Folders
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938-1940 (Letters to EM or to VM as executor)

Box 8 - Criticisms and reviews indexed by Pub title
Folders (also on cards)
Reviews: The Man With The Hoe & Other Poems (Pyle, ed) (NY, 1900)
Reviews: The Man With The Hoe…With Notes by the Author (NY, 1900)
Reviews of The Man With The Hoe (San Francisco, A. M. Robetson, w.d.) [1899]
Lincoln & Other Poems – Reviews, Biography and Criticism
Lincoln Lyrics – Reviews, Biography and Criticism
California the Wonderful – Reviews, Biography and Criticism
Shoes of Happiness - Reviews, Biography and Criticism
New Poems: Eighty Songs at Eighty - Reviews, Biography and Criticism
Poems of Edwin Markham (NY, 1950, Ed. Charles L. Wallis) - Reviews, Biography and Criticism
Songs and Stories of California Anthology - Reviews, Biography and Criticism
Personalia – Biographical
Papers – Advertising Material for Books
Papers – Correspondence, Accounts, Advertisements, Etc. of The Book of Poetry
Papers – Business Letters, Contracts, Advertising – Children in Bondage
Papers – Burt – Markham Primer – Correspondence, Contracts, Royalty Statements
Papers – Business Letters, Contracts, Advertising – California the Wonderful
Papers – Correspondence, Advertising, Etc. on Columbian Historical Novels
(later became Real America in Romance)
Papers – Business Letters, Contracts, Advertising – Foundation Stone of Success
Papers – Gates of Paradise – Business letters, Contracts, Advertising
Folder is empty thus far
Papers – Business Letters, Contracts, Advertising – Lincoln and Other Poems
Papers – Business Letters, Contracts, Advertising – Lincoln Lyrics
Papers – The Man With the Hoe…With Notes by the Author ([NY], 1900)
Papers - Correspondence, Royalty Statements, Advertising, Etc. for The Man
with the Hoe and Other Poems, decorated by Howard Pyle (NY, 1900)
Papers – on other editions of Man with the Hoe
Papers – Correspondence on Campbell Meeker (NY, 1925)
Papers – Business Letters, Contracts, Advertising – New Poems (Eighty Songs at 80)
Papers – Correspondence on "Poetry of Jesus"
Papers – Business Letters, Contracts, Advertising – Shoes of Happiness
Papers – Business Letters, Contracts, Advertising – Songs and Stories of California
Papers – Statements, Copyright Applications, Book Order Forms, etc.

Boxes 9-15 - Personalia – Programs, Events

Box 9 – Programs, Undated-1926
Folders (also on cards)
Undated
Prior to 1900
1900-1902
1903-1905
1906-1908
1909-1911
1912-1914
1915-1917
1918-1920
1921-1923
1924-1926

Box 10 – 1927-1941, Memberships in Clubs, material collected on spirit,
supernatural and horoscopes, strange letters, pseudonyms
Folders (also on cards)
Programs 1927-1929
Programs 1930-1931
Programs 1932
Programs 1933-1935
Programs 1936-1938
Programs 1940-1941
Membership in Clubs
Memberships in Clubs (2)
Material Collected by EM on Spiritism and Supernatural;
Horoscopes, Curiosa, Weird, Crank Letters
Box 11 – Birthdays after 1940, Documents, Elizabeth Markham

Folders
Personalia – Mrs. Elizabeth (Winchell) Markham – Business Papers
Personalia – Original Elizabeth Markham Poems, 1844-
Mrs. Elizabeth (Winchell) Markham – Letters to & from EM – Marriage conflicts, etc., 1867-
Scrap Book from the Evergreen School for EM’s 80th birthday
Funeral Orations
Personalia – 80th Birthday celebration, Mrs. J. J. Rooney, Chairman, 1932
Personalia – 80th Birthday - Greetings, Telegrams, Etc., 1932
Personalia – Birthday Celebrations – 1919
Carnegie Hall booklet (not in folder)
Book from Theodore Roosevelt Junior High School in San Jose for EM’s 80th birthday
Personalia – Birthday Celebrations (Misc.)
Personalia – Birthday Celebrations after 1940

Box 12 – Personalia – papers, deeds, documents, San Jose Memorial, Poems in honor of EM

Folders
Personalia – Papers, Certificate of Incorporation, etc., The Markham Memorial Association
Papers – Documents, deeds, letters, etc – EM home in Staten Island
Personalia – Birthday Celebrations (Misc.)
Personalia – Birthday Celebration at Wagner College – 1953
Personalia – Markham Family – Genealogy
Notes for EM’s Autobiography – File as notebook
Personalia – San Jose memorial
Personalia – Poems in honor of EM
Personalia – Poems in honor of EM (2)
Personalia – Poems in honor of EM (3)

Box 13 – Personalia – Letters to ACM, financials, papers of incompetence, legal, Virgil Markham, radio and film papers (i.e. RCA, Columbia)

Folders
Letters to Mrs. Markham (I)
Letters to Mrs. Markham (II)
Papers – Financial – Stock Transactions 1933
Papers – University of World Travel (Oklahoma & Mexico City – 1935-1936
Papers – Virgil Markham, Executor of EM Estates
Papers – Incompetency of EM – 1936-1939
Memorabilia – Information on Bookplates, Window, Medallion, Plaques
Memorabilia – Information on Busts, Pictures, Portraits
Memorabilia – Honorary Degrees
Personalia – Radio Programs, Film of EM
Personalia – American School of the Air – Program and response to it
Box 14 – Personalia – Places named for, deeds, divorce, marriage, will, Lectures, Oregon, family letters

Folders
- Recordings – Papers, Advertising, Clippings, etc.
- Personalia – Places (inc. schools), things named in honor of EM
- Letters to EM – Permission to use poems See Also: Papers
- Letters to EM – Permission to use poems See Also: Papers (2)
- Personalia – Letters to VM as executor, 1936-1939
- Personalia – Envelopes with various Markham addresses
- Papers – Real Estate, Financial
- Papers – Lectures, Business letters, Contracts, Finances, etc.
  See Also: Personalia – Programs
- Papers – Lectures, Business letters, Contracts, Finances, etc.
  See Also: Personalia – Programs (2)
- Papers – Lectures, Advertising, Brochures, Clippings, etc.
  See Also: Personalia - Programs
- Personalia – Family letters and correspondence
- Personalia – Information collected by EM on Oregon
- Personalia – Family documents – Deeds, Marriage certificates, Divorce decrees, Will
- Letters by EM
- Memorabilia – business cards, guest book for EM’s home
- Memorabilia – Woodblock for inside cover of books (bulk)

Box 15 – Personalia – 1880-1890 EM/ACM memorial, history, ACM notebooks, books of poems handwritten, one periodical “Our Rest” Elizabeth Markham

Folders
- School documents of EM from 1880-1900
- Anna Catherine Markham – Letters to and from (1)
- Anna Catherine Markham – Letters to ACM (2)
- Anna Catherine Markham – Notebook (4)
- Anna Catherine Markham – Misc. on Dante – Notebook (5)
- Anna Catherine Markham – Notebook (6)
- Anna Catherine Markham – Notebook (7)
- Anna Catherine Markham – re: Education, philosophy, poets, writers (8)
- Tributes, Reviews on Edwin Markham – 1899-
- Memorial for EM
- History
- EM’s notebook
- Periodical – Our Rest – Vol. 5, No. 1 – 1878. Belonged to Elizabeth Markham

Box 16 - Physical Objects
- Photograph Plates
- Medals
- Lock of Hair
- Name Stamp
- Eyeglasses in case (many pairs)
- Orange Hoes
- Key to Boston, Mass.
Gavel
Poem written on a box
House keys
Man with the Hoe picture stamps
Edwin Markham picture plate
Masonic apron
Plate of EM and ACM’s marriage announcement
Articles found in his books

Box 17 - Hundreds of Signed Hoe and Lincoln poems as flyers (some dated)

Boxes 18-20 - Pictures

Box 18
Folders
Early California
Group
Thomas Lake Harris
Signed (relabel)
Early EM
Murphy family
Virgil
EM family
ACM
Newspaper clippings of early Markham homes
Friends
Friends (2)
No date
92 Waters
1890-1899
1900-1909
1910-1914
1915-1919

Box 19
Folders
1920-1924
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935-1936
By Orlando Rowland (’32)
1937
Misc. Loose Pictures
1938-1940
No date (1)
No date (2)
Alphabetically by subject, A-Z
Pictures for Poems
Pictures
Man With a Hoe - Millet
Sculptures of EM
Picture of EM at Lincoln Memorial
Not yet cataloged

**Box 20** – Framed Pictures

**Boxes 21 – 26** - Notebooks (EM)
Shelf list cards are grouped by box, and refer to each individual notebook

**Boxes 27 & 28** - File folders filed as notebooks (EM)
Shelf list cards are grouped by box, and refer to each folder

**Boxes 29-31** - Prose Manuscripts (EM)

**Box 29**
Folders
- Introductions Published/Copies
- Unknown
- Campbell Meeker
- Prose
  - A-F
  - Fate of the Fur Folk
  - Forgotten Purpose of Jesus (11 folders)

**Box 30**
Folders
- G-M
- Lectures for Mexico I & II
- Book introductions and quotes in pamphlet (Florence Hamilton)
  - Including separate Dalliba books (4)
- Man with the Hoe
- Politics of Jesus
- Forgotten Purpose of Jesus Manuscripts
- N-P
- R-T
- Critique of Individuals
  - Dante Aligheri
  - Edgar Allan Poe

**Box 31**
Folders
- Separate Publications
- Poetry of Jesus
- Religion
- Book Reviews
- Walt Whitman
- U-Z
- California the Wonderful Original Manuscripts
- Cora Williams Manuscripts?
**Box 32 - Galleys**

Folders

Assorted sheets, mostly of special publications and reprints
Dreyfus (includes magazine, XIII, no. 5 (1899)
Book of poetry (2)
Wilkinson, new voices
Lincoln and other poems
Shoes of Happiness
New Poems (Eighty Songs at Eighty) (2)
Poetry of Jesus – Three Essays (never copyrighted) (2)
“Best Books of the Month” column for Hearst’s 1912-1917
The Burt-Markham Primer (Boston, [1907])
The Man With the Hoe…with notes by the author ([New York], 1900)
“The poet comes to behold and to express…” in Wilkinson, Marguerite, 
New Voices (New York, 1923
“Here’s a Creed for All Christians” [If Not the Creeds, What?] New York 
Journal May 20, 1900
“Magazine Shop Talk,” “The Things we Talk About” Cosmopolitan 1905- 
1910
“Give Thanks, O Heart” also known as “Conscripts of the Dream” 
Separate Publication
“Introduction,” Edwin Markham, ed., The Book of Poetry (New York, 
1928), also in The Book of American Poetry (New York, 1934)
“Opening Words”—introduction to Clark, T. C. and Gillespie, E. A., eds. 
The New Patriotism: Poems of World Brotherhood (Indianapolis, 
1927)
“What Life Means to Me” Cosmopolitan 41: 185-8 (June, 1906)
“Shoes of Happiness” Century Magazine 87: 218 (Dec., 1913)
“Poems that have Moved Humanity” Circle 3: 91 (Feb., 1908) and 3: 213 (April, 1908)
“The Sower” - Separate Publication
Separate Publications – Prose
Separate Publications – Poems
Advance proofs from Africa
Contributions in Pamphlets

**Box 33 - Papers**

Folders

Incomplete letters
Brotherhood (Misc. Papers)
The Calendar 1922 (Misc. Papers)
The Enchanter (Papers and Letters)
Fate of the Fur Folk (Papers and Letters)
Papers: Business Letters, Contracts, Advertising: Gates of Paradise
Greeting Cards (Misc. Papers)
How the Great Guest Came (Misc. Papers)
Lincoln, the Man of the People (Misc. Papers and Letters)
Lincoln’s Birthplace, EM’s visit 1924 (Papers and Letters)
Man With the Hoe (Misc. Papers)
Man With the Hoe (Letters)
Man With the Hoe (Translations)
Man With the Hoe (Misc.)
Admirers of Man With the Hoe (Letters and Papers) – Also Cara E. Chase
Man With the Hoe (Letters and Papers) – Majority by EM and ACM
Poems, parodies, etc. inspired by The Man With the Hoe
Papers, program – Ode to Boston, 300th Tercentenary (1930)
Our Israfel (Papers and Letters)
Quotations
Sarpedon (Misc. Papers)
The Song of the Magi (Misc. Papers)
A Song of Victory (Misc. Papers)
Swedenborg Prose 1925 (Papers and Correspondence)
The Star of Araby (Misc. Financial Papers)
The Toiler Thinking – Timely Recording (Misc. Papers)
Undine (Misc. Papers)
Oration at the Funeral of Adam W. Wagnalls, 1924 (Papers, Letters)
Letters by Bernhardt Wall (Misc. Papers)
Washington the Nation Builder (Papers and Letters)

Box 34 - Separate Publications

Folders
Separate Publications
The Ballad of the Gallows Bird - 1950
The Bolted Door
Boston – 1930
Edwin Markham Assembly Material for Richmond Schools – 1937
Courage (Columbus) – 1933
Earth is Enough – 1915
The Enchanter – 1931
Greeting Cards
How Heaven Comes – 1922
Lincoln, the Man of the People – 1900, 1919
Lincoln, the Man of the People – 1922, Signed and unsigned copies
(president delivered)
Lincoln, the Man of the People – 1924, Pres. Harding Delivered
Lincoln, the Man of the People – 1926, Deleted line, Signed copies, c.
1900, 1919, 1924
Lincoln, the Man of the People – rev. 192-?, Portrait of EM
Lincoln, the Man of the People -1925, Gettysburg
Lincoln, the Man of the People – Title page
Lincoln, the Man of the People – 1935, Station WHDH
Lincoln, the Man of the People – Misc. Separate Publications
Man With the Hoe – 1899
The Man with the Hoe and poems inspired by it – 1903
Man with the Hoe – 1918
Man with the Hoe 25th Anniversary – 1924
Man with the Hoe signed copies – 1926
Man with the Hoe – 1928
Man with the Hoe – 1928, signed copies
Man with the Hoe – 1930
Man with the Hoe (book) and other poems Doubleday etc. All except Pyle, Robertson, &…with notes by…
Man with the Hoe – Bender – 1937
Man with the Hoe – General
Man with the Hoe and the storm it started (Biog and Crit.) – Christian Advocate, Feb. 4, 1932
Mount Olympus (no folder)
Neighbor Markham, by Vernon Hampton (no folder)
New America – 1927
Our Israfel – 1926
The Pilgrims – 1923
A Prayer – 1933
Sarpedon – 1927
Song of the Magi
A Song of Victory – Biography and Criticism
The Star of Araby – 1937
Swedenborg (EM on Swedenborg and other poems)
The Thinker
Timely Recording
The Toiler Thinking – 1921
Washington the Nation Builder – 1933
To Wilham Winter - 1916 (Biog. and Crit.)
The Man With the Hoe – 50th Anniversary, by Vernon Hampton

Box 35 - Original Publications and Letters

Folders
Original Markham Publications, Verse: A-G
Original Markham Publications, Verse: H-O
Original Markham Publications, Verse: P-Z
Letters to EM, no date: A-L
Letters to EM, no date: M-Z
Letters to EM – American School of the Air
Letters to EM from relatives (all dates)
Letters of condolence on death of EM, 1940: A-K
Letters of condolence on death of EM, 1940: L-Z

Boxes 36-37 - Pamphlets

Box 36
Folders
Swedenborg (His Writings)
Swedenborg (The New Church)
Unitarianism
Of General Religious Content (4 folders)
Socialism (2 folders)

Box 37
The New Republic (not in a folder)
Folders
The Esoteric, A Magazine
Political and Social Reform
Photographs and Postcards (California Chiefly)
California and the West (2 folders)
World War I
Business and Labor
Cruelty to Animals
Institutions, Schools, Churches

Boxes 38-41 (temporary contents – will be rearranged)

Box 38
Folders
Letters ACM – Misc.
Letters ACM – American Poetry Society
Letters ACM – Poetry Society
ACM – Notes and Manuscripts (3 folders)
ACM – Manuscripts
Unlabeled

Box 39
Letters – Unorganized (not in folders) – ACM/EM/Murphy

Box 40
Loose letters in unmarked folders

Box 41
Loose letters in unmarked folders

Box 42 - ACM Notebooks – Uncataloged/no cards

Box 43 - ACM Notebooks/notes and letters/more papers

Box 44 - ACM Notes and letters
Folders
Notes and Letters
Notes and Manuscripts (2 folders)
Misc.
Financial
A.C. Rogers – Doeppen Letters, etc.
Notes for Poetry and Prose – no order (3 folders)

Boxes 45-47 - Alphabetically Arranged and Numbered Folders of Works Written or Annotated by EM, including some correspondence and photographs (From Thomas Lake Harris Manuscripts)

Box 45
Folders 50-123

Box 46
Folders 124-200

Box 47
Folders 201-245

Box 48 – Timely Recording “The Man with the Hoe and Other Poems”, 1933
Archive display materials and correspondence
Microfilm for selected letters
Digital copy of E. Markham Common Book (from Lewis & Clark College)
Box 49 - EM writings
    Folders
    Detailed Outlines of New Light on the Old Riddle (Biography by EM) and Remarkable Pages from Thomas Lake Harris (Edition by EM)
    New Light on the Old Riddle – Introduction or Preface (Notes)
    New Light on the Old Riddle – Biographical and Autobiographical Material
    New Light on the Old Riddle – A glossary of terms used by Harris
    New Light on the Old Riddle – Notes and Fragments (4 folders)
    New Light on the Old Riddle – Labeled chapter 2 – notes and frags
    Extra Unrelated Pages of Wisdom of the Adepts and The Magic of the Hells
    Unrelated Pages of Verse – Probably Star-Flowers, Canto X
    Unrelated Pages from The Book of O-I, and Materials Considered in its Relations to Church

History and Divine Natural Society
    Unidentified Typescript, missing first 153 pages. Labeled “A,” possibly the “Annunciation of the Son of Man”
    Unidentified Typescript, missing the first 100 pages
    Markham Material found in Harris Collection
    __ June 44 ____ - Ellsworth Buck financial papers
    2 Copies of Emanuel Swedenborg and Thomas Lake Harris: the Two Great Seers and Explorers of the Spiritual World
    Earth’s Occult History
    “Civilization” on Original Paper Wrapper
    The Church the Bride of the State (empty folder)
    Christus – Christi(u) – on original wrapper
    All Religions – on original label
    The Building of the Kosmos - Title on Original Folder
    A Critique of Civilization – Original Folder Title
    Poem by Ina Coolbrith?
    God the Divine Man, Chapter VIII (?)

Box 50 - VM Letters
    Uncataloged, still in envelopes

Box 51 - Clippings and Publications by Others, sent to EM for criticism
    Folders
    The Moonlight Oracle, by William Mill Butler
    Typescripts of Edwards Davis
    Gerda Dalliba – Some edited by EM – Relationship to his edition of her poems?
    Clippings
    Clippings, Poems, Letters, etc. – Names S-Z
    Clippings, Letters, Poems, etc.
    Clippings, Poems, Letters, etc.
    Letters, Poems, Clippings
    Unidentified – “Poetry Definitions”
    Manuscripts by Others
    Guesses at Life’s Riddles, by James B. Thomas
Assorted Clippings and Poems
Clippings, Letters, Poems, etc., by or from other people
Coolbrith, Ina
Clippings, Poems, etc., from or about others
Clippings, Copied Poems, Materials sent to EM for Criticism
Partial Typescript by Henry Meade Bland
Southworth, V. E. – 1911
John
Pearce
Tuttle
Sword
W. H. M.
Levine
Underwood
Farnell
Ambrose Bierce Clippings
Letters, Poems, and Other Works sent to EM for Critical Comment
Various Typescripts from Odd People
Clippings, Letters, Poems – Names H-R

Box 52 - Mary S. Murphy, Assorted Letters

Boxes 53-54 - Pamphlets

Box 53 – Poetry Pamphlets (small books)
Folders
Publications
Poetry
Obscure Poets

Box 54
Folders
Texts and Literary Comments on Famous Poets
Democracy 1919 Magazine
Music
Pamphlets
Misc.
The Glass Hive
(On) Health
(On) Kansas Highways
(On) The League of Nations
Masonic Order
Various Newspapers

Box 55 - Schauffler
Biographical

Box 56 - Biographical Data
By Shields
Library Correspondence
Gorky Affair
Goldstein, eg., etc.
Virgil Markham
Mentioned Only
Gutkin, Jeffrey – at Browning Society
1856-1879

**Box 57** - Markham Library Business and Correspondence, Other Library Holdings

**Box 58** - Biographical

Folders
- Community Life
- Dearborn Independent
- Education
- Patents
- The Record
- Philosophy
- Social Problems and Theory
- Travel
- Annotated Pamphlets
- Women’s Suffrage

**Boxes 59-60** - EM Bulk Publications and other Items

**Box 59** – Multiple copies of all items
- Washington: the Nation Builder (signed)
- A Timely Recording – The Man with the Hoe
- Boston (one copy in box, one on shelves)
- An Ode to Victory
- Sarpedon (Overland Monthth and Out West Magazine)
- Edwin Markham on Swedenborg
- Ode to Boston
- How Heaven Comes (on cardstock)
- The Man with the Hoe and the Storm it Started (The Christian Advocate)
- The Star of Araby (some from Staten Island Soroptimist Club, Edwin Markham Night – April 9, 1956) – (many copies)
- Edwin Markham and the New Conscience – by B. O. Flower
- The Fate of the Fur Folk
- California the Wonderful
- California (some signed)
- The Ballad of the Gallows-Bird (McKee school press, abridged and arranged for English classed by Vernon Hampton, with 1937 note to McKee students from EM in each copy)
- Edwin Markham’s Sunset Message, by Vernon Hampton

**Box 60** –
- Earth is Enough (Signed with place and date) (multiple copies)
- Neighbor Markham, by Hampton, 1931 (a few copies)
- Photos of EM with “I Was There” on the back – Memento of EM Exhibit in Richmondtown during EM month – April, 1969
- Edwin Markham: Living Praise and Final Appraisal (A tribute)
- Memorial Service
- Sunset Message
The Western Glory
Edwin Markham: In the Classroom
The Ode to Columbus (signed)
How I Wrote the Lincoln Poem (The Dearborn Independent) (multiple copies)
In Memoriam – Remember the Edwin Markham Memorial Association in your Will
Window – In Honor of Edwin Markham, Poet, at The Mission Inn, Riverside, California (multiple copies)
The Toiler Thinking, including correspondence with O. G. Wood, printer (2 copies)
Perry Pictures – Photographs of Man With the Hoe painting
The Man with the Hoe translated into Pennsylvania-German (a few copies)
Edwin Markham and The Man with the Hoe (VM copy) – etchings
Packet of writings, biographical items, memorial items, and photographs
Various Biography, Criticism, and Original Publication pieces, many in magazines and newspapers
The Quill – Edwin Markham edition
A Talk with Edwin Markham by Fred Lockley
Edward Webbe – His Travailles

Boxes 61-62 - Assorted Letters to be put in binders
Letters to and from EM, arranged by date. Match to cards and put into binders.

Box 63 - Miscellaneous
Binder of clippings, items, and correspondence regarding Staten Island poetry, especially The Staten Islander, In the Rhymelight, and Lucille Coleman.
Vernon Hampton items
Staten Island Soroptimist
The Peace Song (to VM, from Dixie Brand [composer of the music])
EM writings
Biography and Criticism
EM: Laureate of Labor, in “The Comrade,” Jan, 1902
Article on EM in Arabic
The Papyrus
Special Publications

Boxes 64–65 - EM Scrapbooks of Newspaper Clippings

Box 66 - Various Items in Folders
Biography and Criticism – matches to shelf list cards by folder
Special Publications – Poems set to music – matches to cards by item
Translations of EM work into other languages (SEE ALSO: Box 60)
Prizes
Markham Memorial Association Photographs
Proposed Titles for Poetry Books

Boxes 67-68 - Newspaper Clippings by Date
Folders match to existing shelf list cards.
With Annotations by EM (card for this folder?)
Clippings to be Laminated (card for this folder?)

**Boxes 69-70 - Original Markham Publications**
Folders match to – Our Araby multiple copies
Magazines, sheets, pamphlets etc.

**Boxes 71-72 - Notebooks**
**Box 71**
Uncataloged Notebooks

**Box 72**
Includes some memorial scrapbooks from Vernon Hampton

**Box 73 - Poems – Typewritten**
Uncataloged, to be transferred to folders with first group.

**Boxes 74-75 - Manuscripts – Harris Collection – Hell, edited works by EM**
**Box 74**
Teachings from the occult
Memorabilia of the heavenly life
Meditations of a queen
The Law of the Lord’s descent
Last pages from the diary
The Kingdom in organization
Hymns of fraternity

Folders
Theo Socialism
Two seers on two explorers
Occult geography
The one more evident hero
The Judgment of the heavens
The marriage of time
Hell: it’s origin
Harris on Swedenborg
The bridal mystery in a garden of eros
The future
A group of principles
Livingston, Lyra T.
Jerusalem messenger (1898)
Newspaper clippings – Harris brotherhood
Personal accounts – Harris brotherhood
Harris Letters
Volumes of Respiero

**Box 75**
Folders
Veritas
The Visitation
W of A
The Women’s Mystery
The wonder of the world’s youth
Poetry segments
World of spirits
Arcana
The immaculate conception of...Jesus
Arcana of Christianity Genesis v 2
A diary of occult events (EM = editor)
Wrongs to labor with hints for a new order
Unidentified MSS/more volumes of Respiero

Box 76 - The Writings of Virgil Markham

Box 77 – Art Objects
Ceramic casting of “The Sower”, as given to E. Markham (donated by Deborah Joy, granddaughter of Pauline Hackett Joy, former nurse to Mr. & Mrs. Markham, 2010)
Framed signed quatrain, 1917, inscribed to Florence Weir Gibson (donated by Ann Harman, 2010)
Illustrated Limited edition of “Lincoln, Man of the People”, etched by Bernhardt Wall, 1922, inscribed to Florence Weir Gibson
Illustrated limited edition of “The Man with the Hoe”, etched by Bernhardt Wall, 1936, inscribed to Mr. & Mrs. Markham
Framed signed poem, “A Look into the Gulf,” signed and dated May 1918, (donated by Peg Leon of Cooperstown, NY)

Box 78 - Thomas Lake Harris Books
The Recipient 1865
Star-Flowers – A Poem of the Women’s Mystery (1887) hardcover
Canto the first, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth
God’s Breath in Man
The Luminous Life
The Millennial Age: Twelve Discourses on the spiritual and social aspects of the times
Fifty Three Melodies – Fountain Grove
The Holy City and The Light Therein
Esoteric Science in Human History
The Life and World – Work of Thomas Lake Harris, by Arthur A. Cuthbert
The Herald of Light – Vol. 1
The Herald of Light – Vol. V
A Voice from Heaven
Brotherhood of the New Life

Box 79 - Various Pictures of EM
Includes a Ponce de Leon picture

Box 80 – Items Published in Magazines – Biography, Criticism, Reprints of EM poems, Original Publications
Magazines
Crusader – 1954
The Star – 1910
Short Papers & Classroom Notes – 1971
The Northern Light – 1971
Nautilus – Oct. 1925
Bricktops: Comic History of America
Guide to Archives and Manuscripts in the U. S. – 1961
American Literary Manuscripts
A Guide to Principal Sources – 1960
Village Magazine
Dearborn Independent – Feb. 6, 1926
N.Y. Masonic Outlook
Nimbus – 1948
Louis Allis Messenger - 1953
The Baptist Training Union
Lincoln
The Christian Socialist – 1906
The Christian Leader
Neighbor Markham – 1931
Christian Home – 1918
The Christian Home – 1956
Christmas
Esquire – 1949
Psychology – 1925
Modern Art – 1894
Life – 1940
Saturday Evening Post – 1946
Suburban Life – 1909 – Westerleigh
Success Magazine – 1905
Christian Herald
Post (Saturday evening) – 1963
Journal – 1952
The New Bulletin – 1967
Reply to The Man With the Hoe

Boxes 81-82 – Old Shelf List Cards

Box 83 - Markham Review (unbound) 1-1, 1968 – Fall 1976
Box 84 - Markham Review (unbound) 1977 – 1982

Box 85 – Markham Archive Administrative Documents – Inquiries/Correspondence, Digitization Grants

Bookcase A – Markham’s Personal Library

Bookcase B – Markham’s Personal Library (continued)

Bookcase C
Published books (Markham, editor)
Published biographies
Scrapbooks from Vernon Hampton
Bibliographies by Sophie Shields
Family Letters
Processed letters from E.M. in binders, 1882-1940
Processed letters in binders from others, alphabetical by correspondent, letters A-E

Bookcase D
Processed letters in binders from others, alphabetical by correspondent, letters F-Z